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The Great Australian Covid Debate 2024

Description

AUSTRALIAN : Until now there has been a massive effort to suppress voices arguing against 
the Australian Government’s pandemic policies and the so-called COVID-19 ‘vaccines’

Despite monumental government ineptitude, recklessness, incompetence and the destruction of lives
and our economic security, the government continues to resist a Royal Commission into COVID or a
Senate inquiry into tens of thousands of unexplained, unexpected, non-Covid deaths which have
occurred since the “vaccine” rollouts.

But voices of reason cannot be suppressed forever.

I applaud the NSW Government allowing Libertarian MP John Ruddick and Australian Newspaper
journalist “Jack the Insider” to debate the COVID issue at Parliament House, Sydney (14 March 2024).

The debate, the first of its kind, was broadcast on ADH TV (www.adh.tv on your mobile device or
computer).

My Take On The Debate

I believe “Jack the Insider” (Peter) firmly expressed his honest opinions but unfortunately conflated the
gene-based Covid “vaccines” with historical conventional vaccines such as Smallpox vaccines.

This “anti-vax” argument is hollow and it is a pity much of Peter’s presentation was wasted discussing
historical conventional vaccines. Peter obviously was unaware that the COVID “vaccines” were based
on gene technology unlike any previous vaccine.

He also repeated the mantra that the COVID “vaccines” saved up to 20 million lives but he did not
know this was based on discredited modelling.
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I listened carefully to the factual accounts of John Ruddick and could not find fault with hispresentation.
It was a pity that the integrity of certain commentators (Hoody and Johnny) and JohnRuddick himself
were the subject of unwarranted disparaging comment.

I would have thought that personal attacks should have played no part in this debate or questions.

There is absolutely no reliable data to substantiate the claim that the COVID “vaccines” saved 20
million of lives but there is data to suggest that the COVID “vaccines” killed more than COVID itself.

All in all – a good debate and I thank both Peter and John for participating.

DO VACCINES CAUSE AUTISM?

While it can be argued that certain conventional vaccines have contributed significantly to public health
(eg Smallpox vaccine), it should not be assumed that vaccines in general are either safe or effective
without supporting credible clinical data.

The pharmaceutical industry wants you to believe that if they call something a “vaccine” it is therefore
“safe”………Wrong. This was the argument of Jack the Insider.

One of the great questions facing the public is – Do vaccines cause autism? Autism was extremely
rare five decades ago. Now, after compulsory childhood vaccine schedules were introduced, the
incidence is one in 34!

This is an incredible important question and I urge everyone to take the time to look at the fact, look at
the data and then come to your own conclusions. Vaccine manufacturers have never conducted a
study to show that vaccines do not cause autism.

The onus of proof has been reversed and placed on the consumer.

Prior to Covid, I must admit, I did not really consider this question. But after all the lies heaped upon us
during Covid, I think it is prudent to have a rethink.

by Phillip Altman 
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